97 jag xj6

Comfy highway car, with a great, peppy engine. Got 27 mpg on a trip from Detroit to Central N.
Will only part with this car for a lower, cheaper to repair car Lincoln MKZ. Pros: Still attracts
attention, reliable Ford fixed electrical problems! Cons: Expensive to fix, when things do ware
out. I miss the quiet luxury this car provided when driving around town or on the highway. If I
had space, I would own another one, I miss the comfort. Pros: Great touring car with Jaguar
performance, handling, looks. Trouble free ownership. What A Machine â€” It is a real car. If you
ever drive one you will feel like you cannot drive anything less. Cost of ownership is pretty high
although the actual car itself is cheap enough to just throw away and get another if something
goes wrong. In all ways, we love this car. Styling is superb, the inline six has great fuel mileage
with still having enough power to throw you in the back of the seat. The Vanden Plas Two-tone
doeskin interior is attractive and comfortable! Parts when needed can be tricky to find, but this
car for 11 years old still turns heads, and still turns the wheels well. The Diamond Jubilee
special edition adds a couple of toys, and brilliant hot-pot style alloys mmm. Same virtues as
earlier XJs, though less evocative. Worth considering as it predates Ford's takeover. Cons:
Parking, still some reliability issues, not as much space as you'd expect, but v cosy. Great
vehicle. I would definitely purchase this. Read More. I bought the Jaguar on Wednesday August
19 and took delivery the following Friday! Stunning car. Drives beautifully. Can feel hard to see
out the rear window Read More. Absolutely a beauty just gorgeous im speechless about this car
Read More. I think its a very good deal the car is clean and has all the feathers for the price.
Have on jaguars in Paris and a like this one I like the blue like the interior of a nice car parts
could be a lover better but all in all so beautiful vehicle Read More. Smooth, powerful. Nice to
drive on long trips. Highly recommend. Truly love this car. Drives like a dream and luxury to the
max. Great brand Read More. Pro - Comfortable and well-appointed Con -Expensive
maintenance and unreliable electronics Read More. Have you driven a Jaguar XJ-Series? Rank
This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections.
Back Seats:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Still attracts attention, reliable Ford fixed
electrical problems! Is this helpful? Yes No. Jerry writes:. Cons: Poor fuel economy. Angus
writes:. Pros: Practically Perfect in every way. Cons: Expensive to run. But worth it. Chris
writes:. Cons: parts? Ivan writes:. Pros: Comfort, Handling, Smooth. Gerald says:. Reviews
From Other Years. Read all 3 Jaguar XJ-Series reviews. Read all Jaguar XJ-Series reviews. Read
all 5 Jaguar XJ-Series reviews. Cars compared to Jaguar XJ-Series. Related Models For Sale.
Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Cons: Poor fuel economy 5 of 6 people found this
review helpful. Pros: Practically Perfect in every way Cons: Expensive to run. But worth it 8 of 8
people found this review helpful. Jaguar XJ-Series is a solid transportation for family use, but If
you want a more sporty ride, the Eldorado will do the trick and the car is just right for me.
Recently, my car won't start easily when I turn off the engine for less that 30 minutes; I assumed
it needed new spark plugs. After I put in new plugs, there was a sudden loss of power. Now my
mechanic says it is the head gasket. He says 2 out of the 6 cylinders are not working. Prior to
this spark plug change, the engine never over heated, and it was driving perfectly. When I drove
it home from the shop, upon opening the hood, I noticed the tail pipe the section close to the
engine was red hot. The engine never heated past the half-mark, nor was there any smoke. Any
other thoughts as to what could be the likely problems? Many thanks for any help. Do you. What
is supposed to be wrong with the 2 cylinders that are "not working" and which cylinders are
they. I you have 2 dead cyl. The vehicle should have barely enough power to pull itself around
the block. If are pushing it hard on only 4 cyl, you could over heat the exhaust. Please advise
and I can tell you more. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. The power
your car's engine is producing is important. When you step on the gas you need your car to
accelerate, mainly to keep you out of trouble when getting onto the No Power From Cylinder 5?
Is This Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! The XJ6 sedan was the last Jaguar
designed by company founder William Lyons, and it was so good that while other sedans bit the
dust, the car would stay in production for more than two decades. Introduced in late , it
combined refinement, luxury, mph performance, and superb handling. The signature 4. The cars
featured leather seats, walnut fascia, and sufficient gauges for a small plane. An estimated ,
XJ6s were sold in 18 years. Compounding problems, the Series I XJ12 which followedâ€”23,
were sold from â€”91â€”used the 5. Air conditioning was standard, but no manual gearbox was
offered. A two-door coupe was introduced in , but door seals leaked, the body flexed, and it is
rare today production amounted to XJ6s, XJ12s. Pininfarina raised the roof of the rear and
smoothed out the rear fender line. Quality control finally improved for , when the excellent HE V
was introduced; before that it bordered on sabotage. Enthusiasts gravitate to the six-cylinder
cars because they are easier to work onâ€”and you will be working on them, so plan on it. The V
is more difficult to maintain, and overheating issues were exacerbated by catalytic converters
raising under-hood temperatures to crematorium levels. Rubber fuel hoses in the V never stood

a chance. Ray Nierlich is a lifetime Jaguar expert, and has been Dr. Jaguar in Newport Beach for
25 years. A machinist who makes special tools when necessary, he views Jaguars with the
exasperation associated with a beloved child with a sugar addiction. Nierlich says the Achilles
heel of all years is head gasket sealing. Blame an overly complicated cooling system,
questionable head gasket material, and immersing poor head studs in coolant. The block deck
was also weakened with each series. All are R12 and must be converted to R, unless you want
to buy expensive Freon. No left-hand-drive four-speed cars were sold in the U. Early cars had a
tough but leaky Model 12 iron case Cruise-O-Matic, while the â€”79 Model 65 was a flimsy alloy
box from a Ford Maverick. The â€”87 Model 66 is slightly better, but all are only three-speeds.
Electrics illustrate all the Lucas jokes, Nierlich says. Series I cars are merely antiquated, but S2
switches routinely fall apart and electronic ignitions fail. Plastic starter relays self-combust and
pressurized fuel lines can spray fuel onto ignition parts on start-up. The â€”78 XJ6s featured
sticking Stromberg auto chokes, which melted catalytic converters. Inertia safety switches
stranded owners. At the bottom of the barrel are the early S3 cars in â€” Things brightened up
in , but then in â€”85 Jag forgot to machine the rear main journal correctly and the engine spun
the rear main bearing around 60, milesâ€”with no warning. Beginning in the s, frustrated owners
started fitting Chevrolet V-8s into the worst XJ6 sedans, although they are a poor substitute.
The wiring harness must be modified, sending units swapped to make gauges work, and legal
smog gear fitted in California. Plus V-8s vibrate worse than straight-sixes, and nobody trusts a
mongrel. A glimmer of hope presents itself in the case of low-mileage, immaculate examples.
Car Profiles. Paul Duchene. Your weekly dose of car news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more
newsletters Thanks for signing up. Sign up. More on this topic. Valuation King of the bulls, the
Miura is the most collectible Lamborghini for good reason Andrew Newton. Share Leave
comment. Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options.
Found a bug? Have a question about Jaguar XJ wheel specs? Share your knowledge! WheelSize. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for
vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find
vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what
vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to
your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget
for your website! X [ Jaguar XJ 3. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a
center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel
centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of
35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle.
PCD is measured in mm. Jaguar XJ 4. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Jaguar XJ for
other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire
review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your data
and comments Send us the correct data Other. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
February in Jaguar. I am considering buying an XJ series Jag - say from to XJ6 or XJ8? Models
to avoid? What mileage range would be advisable? February My personal preference is V-8's on
any car, but the I-6 is a good engine, and is favored by many because it's the last "true Jaguar"
engine. If it doesn't bother you that your Jag engine has the same block as a Ford Taurus, go
with the V Also, the V-8 models will be slightly newer than the I-6's, which is always a plus. No
need to worry on newer cars. Any other advice for new Jag owner? Just be sure you look under
the "Modern" section and not the "XJ" section, because the "XJ" only covers cars made in and
earlier. In case you didn't see my post in the high end luxury catagory, or missed it because ljflx
has decided to prove me wrong, here is what I said: Personally, I would opt for the XJ6. There
wasn't a huge improvement switching from the I6 to the V8. To compare, the I6 had bhp, and ft.
The V8 has bhp, and ft. So, in day to day driving, where torque is more important, they are
equal. The body styles are nearly identical, the XJ6's will be cheaper, interiors almost the same I
prefer the XJ6 interior design to the XJ8 actually. The XJ8's will come with more standard
equipment, but any Jag buyer would load it to the gills anyway. It's whatever Jaguar gives to it's
used cars, that's the name. And it pretty much covers everything. I would say go for a XJ6. It's
always better not to buy the first year of a car. I would also say to go for the Vanden Plas, as the
rear-seat room in the standard wheelbase is pitiful. As for the reliability problems, Ford had
owned Jaguar for a number of years when these models came out, and they worked out most of
the bugs. They are great cars to buy used. The mileage isn't really an issue, since the engines
are engineered to high standards. I'd say somewhere in the 60,m range. Better fuel economy,
and not much of a difference from the V8. Good luck. Does the drive train hold up to the torque?
I see pretty fair prices on 96 and 97 XJR's on autotrader. Finally are any of these Rear drive jags

good in the snow? I don't know why I worry about such things. I'm just spoiled with the AWD
cars we have now. In high school I had a 71 Plymouth with semi-bald 50 series tires which got
me through Montana winters. Then again it never really mattered if I got where I was going! I
have tried several times to pull up Could you check for the correct address. I've always liked the
styling of the 95 to present XJ sedans and the previous version 88? One thing, I don't like what
they did to the instrument panel on the 98s. I know it mimics the XK8, but it just doesn't look as
nice in a large sedan like the earlier ones did. The idea of a classy looking Jag with a V8 even if
it is Ford based is tempting though. I think they have switched to ZF 5 speed units on later
models. Be ye not afraid of the 6cyl Jaguar. That engine powered my XJ6L over K miles without
a falter. After touring the assembly plant in England in they were building the XJ40 series and
seeing the personal pride their craftspeople took in the product it was gratifying to own one.
The XJ6 engine not only powered cars but military tanks and reconnaisance aircraft Just make
sure that whatever you purchase have it gone over by a reputable Jaguar shop.. I agree that the
instrument panel in the Jaguar XJ's is much nicer. The new one, is set in 3 different wooden
holes. I prefer just a simple, common area for all of the car functions to be displayed in. I think
that an XJR with the I6 would be a great car. I suppose much of the stuff ie which engine is
better or is the dashboard nicer etc is very subjective. It really depends on what you want and
what you prefer. I do have one thing to add though, about the XJ's ability in the snow. That said,
there is no doubt that we myself included are not the best drivers inthe snow. During any
snowstorm, the Jag stays in the garage. Although mine has traction control as well, the car, in
addition to being rear wheel drive is very heavy in the back, and the rear has an acute tendency
to slip. Now, this could be attributed to my unease in driving in the snow or to the car itself, but
most of my other colleagues that have jags don't end up bringing their jags to work in the snow
either. Yeah, I think there are about drivers on I95 this afternoon who have to agree with you!
Shehzad, if you have been to the high-end luxury model board lately, you will notice that I am no
longer a contributer because I could not take some people's bad attitudes towards me. I find
comfort in knowing that we can have two different opinions on which car we prefer, and not get
hostile. I just got so fed up with one particular person who would not get off my back. It's
refreshing to see that not everyone who is a contributer is that rude. On the snow opinions- I
entirely agree that the Jaguar should not be driven in the snow. My thoughts were just that the
Jaguar would do as well as any other RWD sedan in the snow. But I never take it out, even in the
winter. I live in Canada, where we have snow for about 4 months of the year. And most of the
time, we get a lot of snow. The Jaguar is parked from mid-november to about mid-april. I just
find that the body rusts easily, even when it is just exposed to the rain. So, if you are planning
on buying a Jaguar christchurch, whether it be the XJ8 or XJ6, try to keep it out of the snow- it
will last much longer that way. But, I think we can all agree that a used Jaguar is a great
investment. Your money will be very well spent. Thanks for joining me at my XJ Series Jaguar
initiated site. I thought we needed a special place to all enjoy the special character and
peculiarities of these "felines"! I appreciate your adding additional comments in response to
mine on the "high end luxury site" to our discussion of Jaguar motorcars from which I
transferred here my response. I tend to agree with you that the XJ8 is probably an improvement
over the "the old workhorse" engine of the XJ6, but may be more a matter of taste dashboard
configuration, etc. The safety issue is always one for me. I do think that the addition of side air
bags increases ones protection in what is an otherwise quite safe vehicle. Thanks for
confirming the reliability of the Jag. In the public mind this seems to be a caveat from which
many run. One further note, you say you drive them "till they collapse". Have you ever
purchased an "extended warrenty" to cover what could be costly repairs? If so, what company
have you found provided the best coverage and was the most reliable? Any other purchase or
ownership advice? Thanks, christchurch. The rest are either copiers, or so teutonic that it
almost is boring. The pros cut up Jaguar for it's quirky ergonomics, but I like it that they have
not conformed to the norm. There is no comparison to the woods they use. Even though
Mercedes wood may be real, it looks so fake. I absolutely love Jaguar. I am hooked! I hope we
will be able to tell out various experiences on here in the posts to come! I honestly think that
you might be better off in the long term buying a V8. Designed and built exclusivly for Jag by
the way. The design actually predates the ford buyout. It is detuned and loaned to ford without
the cosworth heads and variable valve timing for use in LS lincons and T-bird's and has nothing
to do with Tauruses Tauri? Than the supercharged six. If you are looking for an extended
warrenty buy a certified car from a Jag dealer with the Jag warrenty and 5. I'm with you on
Jaguar personality. Sure their interiors are a bit cramped for their size and ergonomics are not
always first rate, but their cars are unique. It's almost like they intentionally run in the face of
convention. And I like that in a car. I'd personally be happy with a 93 or newer XJ sedan. The 95
redo looks the best though. The only Jaguar that has an engine related to a Tauri's is the S-type

V6. I have always thought that the Jag is the best of in the "touring car" category. They share
the taut steering, tight read rough riding suspensions, rocket like acceleration, etc. Motor
magazines and "techno" types continue to try to convince the public on these "standards" as
the norm. Because Jags still preserve the "luxurious" ride and refined traditional elegance they
are judged to be "not with it". That is,what they mean is. Personally, I am happy to enjoy a
"touring car" with its gentle and wonderfully smooth ride. I can leave behind the jarring, stiff
ride of what has been labeled as "the new standard". When I drive a car conforming to these
this "standard" it seems like driving a "Fred Flintstone car No thanks. I will take a Jag and enjoy
a luxurious ride all the way past the competition and not need a chiropractor at the end of the
journey! For me Jags preserve the historic driving expierence I know of no better way to enjoy
motoring? Keep XJ's coming our to our shores I thought that the V-8 put in SHO Tauruses had
the same block, different heads, cranks, pistons, ect, than the Jaguar engine. Personally, I
wouldn't care if they took the Engine out of the Toyota Sequoia, I think it's a gorgeous car, and
as long as the performance is there, I don't care what powerplant generates it. I know that this
board is for XJ6 cars but don't turn down a good '94 or '95 XJ12 just because of the extra six
cylinders. If properly cared for the 12's are just as dependable as the 6's. Had a neighbor who
had a '94 12cyl and a new Cadillac with the Northstar engine. Guess which one gave her the
most trouble? This was in The Jaguar was her deceased husband's car. The Cadillac had to be
towed out of the garage on 6 or more occasions and she followed it to the dealership with the
Jaguar. We chatted frequently and she drove out to her sister's in Spokane from suburban
Detroit with the Jaguar instead of the Cadillac. She felt that it was the more dependable of the
two. Except for using a ton of gas, the car was trouble free both ways. Thanks, netranger 4.
These are great stories proving once again that there are a lot of people who have had very
positive expierence with the "Cat"! It must have humbled the caddie dealer to see her pull in
"six or more times" in her Jag following behind a tow truck with the caddie dangling! Wonder
why people "don't get the picture"? Keep the Jag lore coming our way. Unfortunately, it's easier
to earn a bad reputation for yourself than build a good one. All of the unreliable Jags of the 70's
and 80's are still haunting the company today, and it will take a while for their newfound
dependability to win over disgruntled former owners left on the side of the road one too many
times by an overheated V The 95's a thousand times better looking than the The difference is
standard equipment levels, and those cool aeroplane style picnic tables in the VDP. In my
opinion, I prefer and would only buy the VDP or the L series for the reason that the back seat leg
room in the XJ6 is miniscual at best. These JAGS are really one or two passenger drivers cars
since the back seat leg room is very cramped. A passengers legs are humped up and are
therefore without support of the rear seat which is low to begin with. In other words, if you are
going to have passengers opt only for the VDP or L series. Without it, anticipate stiff legs and
ornery passengers, particularly on a journey of any length. It is time to stretch the legs! You are
so correct. Ours is a standard wheelbase. It is so cramped in the back for the kids. Go for the
long wheelbase unless you are getting an XJR. That is the only reason to stick with the
standard. Or go for a coupe- about the same rear leg room! Incidently, I am still interested in
extended warranties. Once out of warranty, I think some repair cost protection is in order. I
know that you indicated that the Jaguar dealer's warrenty is great. But, what if you didn't buy
through them? Can you still do so? All cars are expensive to repair JAGS being no exception
and particuallry at dealerships. Luckily, a good "back ally" mechanic can also work with
warranties. Has anyone had experience with them? I hear frightful stories about endless
hassles, unpaid bills, denied claims, argumentative "customer reps. If you have had an
extended warrenty with your JAG or know of someone who has, let me know. What are the pros
and cons? What companies are the most reliable? Got any ideas on these questions? Happy
"Jagin"! I am looking at XJ6's and XJ8's. My mechanic told me the XJ8's have a history of
engine problems, mainly having to do with valves. I haven't seen anything on that topic in the
current comments. By the way, there is a company in Dallas called Texas Mustang Sales that
sells used Jaguars at wholesale prices to the public. See I have been told by several mechanics
that XJ8 did not have major engine problems to speak of. The Texas Cars Direct in Dallas has
the best prices on wholesale cars. I was watching their website for weeks until my wife decided
on what color she wanted. The price was right and the car was immaculate. We have put around
miles on it and I can't believe the car. Jags were always noted for speed but the hp flys. We love
this car. After several Lexus. I am sure glad we did. I bought an extended warranty up to k miles.
He gets immaculate used Jags in from time to time at a fair wholesale price. You might give him
a call. I have heard also that Texas cars direct in Dallas was also good. Both of these cars were
serviced by a Jaguar shop not a dealer from new. How's that for service? Just a minor
correction. There is no such thing as a XJ6. Which is faster than anyone should be driving this
side of Bonneville or Germany. A cars top speed doesn't really factor into my choices anymore.

There is no where this side of the pond that you can get your car up to that speeds. As long as it
has good times, or even times, that's where most of your time is spent. So look at Jaguars for
their great handling, good low-end power, unparalleled styling, gorgous interiors and overall
fantastic package. But if you really must have a car with a high top-speed, then Jaguars can go
there, and will be extremely stable! I found your note very interesting. I note that you indicated
that you bought a warranty with the car. May I inquire regarding the following? What mileage
was on the car when you bought it? What company supplied it? Also, if you care to share it, I'm
curious as to what you paid for it. Your warranty advice would be appreciated as I am in the
market for the same. I congratulate you for joining "the ranks". It sounds as though you bought
right and that the car is "show room" in condition. You will have many years of great pleasure.
You will find, in addition, that there will be all sorts of people who will inquire of you about your
car. These "cats" have a seductive affect on those who admire elegant styling. Soon you will be
a promoter of Jaguar automobiles and will, thereby, gather many interesting stories. While
Lexus and Benz which I have owned and driven for years are quite fine automobiles in there
own right, there is a special charachter There is a tireless quality in store for those who drive a
JAG. The Jaguar is quite extordinary, a very special "touring" car, indeed! If speed and grace is
what you want in your cat, look no further than an XJR. The dealer offered an extended K
warranty for the car. So for 2K I got an extended warranty that is transferable if I sell the car. The
name of the warranty is Heritage. If anyone has heard of this company either pro or con please
let me know. The warranty from the Jag dealer was But with this warranty I can go to any Jag
repair shop for repairs. Not just a Jag dealer which are few and far between. Seems like a good
deal to me. I guess I will see if this is true or not. My consideration when I bought it was that I
wanted to be covered for any major problem. Engine, Trans, drive train, etc. I would hate to
come out of pocket for a complete engine overhaul. When I bought my '75 XJ6L the salesman,
and older British gentleman gave me a pamphlet which he had produced based on his years as
Jaguar salesperson. He said "If you will follow this pamphlet religiously the car will last as long
as you care to drive it". One of the admonitions was never ever let the car go low on coolant or
motor oil.. After 23yrs of ownership following his instructions amazingly he was absolutely
correct. That is actually good advice for ANY car as low oil and coolant levels can ruin an
engine. Your "older British gentleman's advice" sounds interesting. Could you reproduce the
pamphlet for us on the web? I am sure we would all benefit from such, apparently, sage advice.
Appreciativly, christchurch. March Thanks for the discussion and warranty information. I havn't
heard of the company that you mentioned. I am wondering which companies you checked into
and what you decided regarding each. I am in the market for a warranty and there is so much
discussion owe way or the other. Happy motoring Because my wife and I were in an accident
which totalled our XK8 but not us, we bought a new one to replace it. Our new one has an
adaptive restraint system called ARTS which modulates the deployment of the air bags based
on occupant weight, seat belt usage, and position. Since the air bags in our car inflicted our
only injuries, we consider this a great innovation. Does anyone know if Jaguar plans to put it in
the XJ sedans or even the S-type? While I'm here, if anyone really wants the supercharged
engine but needs a long wheelbase, Jag now offers a supercharged Vanden Plas. It is a
beautiful and evilly fast car, but bring money 83K or so. Jaguar has excellent safety profiles.
This is obviously confirmed by your tragic accident but fortunate in its outcome. The latest
news "on the street" is that the current xj series will be replaced in , I believe, This new xj is
being designed with very innovative safety considerations perhaps, on the example of the Volvo
also, owned by Ford and to which its design team has input. In any case, the safety ratings on
the current xj series are among the best in the industry. Safe Motoring! Will dig amongst my
paperwork to see if I still have the pamphlet. I sold the car in and I may have given the pamphlet
to the new owner along with the other papers. Haven't found the pamphlet yet, but will keep
looking. I appreciate your looking deep into the "archives". So, if you can find the "treasure"
deep in the trove, pass it along to us so that we can be mentored thereby. In anticipation of the
"find". Thanks for the info on the VDP with the super charged engine and long wheelbase. As
you have noted elsewhere in my
2010 bmw 328i fuse box diagram
05 acura tl navigation unit
ltr 450 fuel filter
correspondence, I would strongly suggest to any prospective JAG owner that they purchase
the L. The only short wheelbase version I would buy would be as a personal commuter vehicle
in which I anticipated no rear seat passengers. I treat the short wheelbase JAG "as a coupe". I
can't help but believe that a beautiful retriever in the back seat of a JAG conveys an air of
elegance fitting for the JAG mystique! The only other purchase consideration would be a color

combination which "would correspond to that of the retriever". What an picture, what an
advertisement! Jaguar, golden retriever and all! I have a XJ8 with 63k on it, and I just noticed
today that when putting the car in reverse, it sort of jerks back a bit, and as I'm switching into
gear, a slight grinding sound emits from the when the window is open transmission tunnel. Has
anyone else had this problem or have any idea as to what this might be. It seems pretty early for
the transmission by dying. Sign In or Register to comment.

